
Facebook’s new focus on protecting private
user data is likely to change the game for
many campaigns, making it harder to

deliver highly targeted, personal political mes-
sages. The changes unveiled by the huge social
network following an outcry over the hijacking
of data on 87 million Facebook members by
Cambridge Analytica could be significant for
campaigns. The new privacy effort could limit
“microtargeting” using the social network, a
technique used successfully by Donald Trump’s
campaign in 2016 and others.

“Microtargeting is a big deal for campaigns,
because they have to decide how they spend
money and who they target,” said Joseph Hall,
chief technologist for the Center for Democracy
& Technology. He is leading a research project
on election privacy and security. “Any clamping
down on data collection is going to have a large
effect on campaigns.” Microtargeting is not
new - marketing specialists used public records
before the Internet era - but the trove of data
from social networks, often combined with that
of data brokers, has made it easier to identify
population segments based on income, political
affiliation and other factors.

Less precision
Hall said that if Facebook clamps down on

its user data to campaigns, “They won’t be able
to target on a granular basis. That’s not a bad
thing, but campaigns hate it because it costs
more money.” Campaign consultants note that
Facebook is not a source of voter data - with
the major exception of Cambridge Analytica -
but instead a targeting tool for ads based on
data collected from other sources.

Facebook appears to be making it harder
to use software tools to automatically match
members of the social network with other
affiliations. “I can target women between the
ages of 21 and 35 who like Planned
Parenthood, but I can’t target Mary Smith,”
said one Democratic political operative who

asked to remain anonymous. “It’s not clear if
we’ll be able to target voters as accurately and
cheaply as in recent years.”

Even with a stricter privacy environment,
digital is expected to account for 20.1 percent
of the $8.8 billion spent this year in the United
States on congressional and state election ads,
according to the consulting firm Borrell
Associates. That compares with less than one
percent in the 2014 elections, according to
Borrell. But it’s down slightly from an estimate
earlier this year, the firm said, because of “shy-
ness about Facebook use following the
Cambridge Analytica scandal.”

Facebook has announced it would verify
the identities of anyone placing political ads
on its platform and follow procedures in a bill
called the “Honest Ads Act” for labeling of
candidate messages. It remains unclear how
Facebook will adapt new EU privacy rules for
the US market, such as the ability to easily opt
out of targeted ads. “I think Facebook will
provide as much incentive to opt in as possi-
ble,” said Mark Jablonowski, chief technical
officer of DSPolitical, an ad tech firm that
works with Democratic candidates. “If
Facebook users do opt out (in large numbers)
that would have a major impact on Facebook
revenue and targeting capabilities. It would
have fairly far-reaching implications for the
whole advertising industry.”

Jules Polonetsky, CEO of the Future of
Privacy Forum, said that “it’s not just a
Facebook issue,” because consultants and
candidates can obtain detailed voter data from
other, sometimes “sketchy” sources.
Polonetsky said some political consultants are
advertising ways to reach “angry” voters,
which may lead to incendiary ads, whether via
social media, email or other methods. “I fully
expect candidates will do everything possible
to win, using any available data they can
hoover up, and apologize for it later,”
Polonetsky said.

Like Netflix or Spotify 
Chris Wilson, CEO of the political consulting

group WPAi, which works with Republican
candidates, warned against going too far in
restricting social media data use. “Facebook has
given Republicans an important resource that
allows candidates to go directly to voters with
messages on issues they care about,” Wilson
said. “If we push too hard and Facebook
changes their rules so that we can’t do the same
things as Netflix or Spotify at the individual
level, that would be sad for the future of
democracy.” 

Michael Cornfield, a George Washington
University political scientist who leads a
research project on social media in campaigns,
said the public focus on Facebook and privacy
is probably transitory and will have little impact
on upcoming elections. “Data privacy has not

been a big issue because few people see it
costing them personally,” he said. Cornfield said
he expects campaigns to use the Facebook Live
video platform and increase use of artificial
intelligence to target voters.

Facebook has also promised labels and veri-
fication for ads on hot-button political issues
which are not for specific candidates. But it may
have trouble living up to that pledge, said
Young Mie Kim, a University of Wisconsin pro-
fessor who led research on 2016 Facebook
political ads. Kim said many disputed 2016 ads
were “dark” posts by anonymous groups,
shown only to small numbers of users without
mentioning a candidate’s name. “It is incredibly
difficult to define an issue ad - even policymak-
ers do not completely agree on this,” she said.
“Facebook will have a very difficult time defin-
ing what are political ads.” —AFP 
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Catalonia and Basque 
Country: Separatists 
go different ways

With the Basque Country and Catalonia
going their different ways, the Spanish
government has avoided the nightmare of a

joint independence front between the two wealthy
regions. The northern Basque Country, home to 2.2
million people - roughly one in four said to be a sep-
aratist - wants to live in peace, taking advantage of
the expected dissolution of separatist group ETA
after decades of bloody attacks.

That contrasts sharply with Catalonia, where
about half its 7.5 million people back independence
and the region is now locked in a tense stand-off with
Madrid. “The interests today of the two regions are
very different. One wants to protect what they have
won; the others (Catalans) want more,” said Pablo
Simon, a political science professor at Carlos III
University in Madrid.

Shared history 
The two regions have felt close since the 19th cen-

tury, when elite-led nationalist movements first
appeared. Both are industrial centres and they
watched with a certain detachment as the rest of the
country - rural and largely illiterate - collapsed into
chaos after Spain lost its last colonies, notes Spanish
historian Carlos Gil Andres. General Francisco
Franco’s 1939-75 dictatorship was then a time of
repression with the public use of their distinct lan-
guages banned.

But it was in the Basque region that the response
was more radical. ETA, set up in 1959, is blamed for
the deaths of at least 829 people to 2010 in its cam-
paign of bombings and shootings to achieve inde-
pendence. In Catalonia, nationalist group Terre Lliure
set up in 1978 and which like ETA was Marxist, car-
ried out only one killing. It disbanded in 1991.

‘New coexistence’ 
In 2003 Basque regional premier Juan Jose

Ibarretxe proposed a status of “free association” with
Spain. He also wanted - long before Catalonia - a ref-
erendum on self-determination but the plan was
rejected by parliament in Madrid. Basque nationalist
politicians however chose to respect democratic rules
and avoid the confrontation with Madrid that Catalan
leaders took on. Today all sides in the region “want to
build a new coexistence” and “avoid a repetition” of
the years of violence, said Agus Hernan of the Forum
Social, a group which is close to families of ETA pris-
oners. The ruling conservative nationalist PNV party
“realized that radicalization would keep them from
power,” said Inaki Oyarzabal, a Basque senator with
the conservative Popular Party.

Unequal tax powers 
There is another key difference - the Basque

Country has since the 19th century had the power to
collect its own taxes and decide for itself how to
spend the money. Basque leaders negotiate roughly
every five years the “cupo”, the amount they must
give Madrid to pay for public services, said Simon.
They are therefore used to dealing with Madrid and
are interested in maintaining the status quo. This tax-
and-spend advantage of the Basques fuels resent-
ment in Catalonia.

The situation there has been made worse by “a
perfect storm” driven by the drastic austerity meas-
ures adopted after the 2007-8 economic crisis and
anger over corruption, said Borja Ventura who has
written on both regions. In 2011, the then head of
the Catalan regional government, Artur Mas, was
forced to enter the regional parliament by helicopter
to avoid a crowd that had surrounded the building
to protest austerity, Ventura recalled. “And a way to
bring people to his side was to mobilize them
against an external enemy,” he said, referring to the
Spanish state.

Civil disobedience 
Catalonia demanded the same “fiscal autonomy”

but Madrid was unwilling to concede a region which
accounts for 19 percent of Spanish economic output
the same costly privileges enjoyed by the Basque
Country which accounts for just six percent. Over the
following years, Catalan separatists repeatedly chal-
lenged Madrid’s authority and the decisions of the
national courts until, on October 27, 2017, the parlia-
ment they controlled voted to break away from Spain
after a banned independence referendum.

Oyarzabal, the Basque senator, said “there is no
terrorism” in Catalonia but he likened the region’s
separatist drive to a “coup d’etat”. Catalans reject
outright any suggestion their struggle can be com-
pared to that of the Basques. Joan Tarda, a lawmaker
for Catalonia separatist party the Republican Left,
said any comparison with the years of violence in the
Basque Country “is an insult to intelligence and it
trivializes terrorism”. “We opted for an enormous act
of civil disobedience. But we will not deviate from our
civic and peaceful method,” he added. —AFP
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Sex scandals 
deepen Chile 
mistrust in 
Catholic church

Despite a strong Catholic tradition, Chile
is witnessing a growing rift between the
people and the church, sharpened by a

string of sexual abuse scandals that until
recently had been ignored by the pope. The
extent of the rift became clear in January when
Pope Francis visited Chile and sparked outrage
by hugging Juan Barros, a controversial bishop
who has been accused of covering up abuses
by another priest in the 1980s and ‘90s. 

Questioned by journalists, Francis respond-
ed abruptly, saying there was “not a single
piece of proof” against Barros in remarks that
caused widespread anger among those who
had been abused by the other priest, Fernando
Karadima. But the pontiff apologized and
quickly moved to dispatch the Vatican’s top
abuse investigator to collect evidence, later
acknowledging he had made “grave mistakes”
in his handling of the scandal.

And he also pledged to meet with the vic-
tims, inviting three of them to the Vatican to dis-
cuss the extent of abuse within the church in
Chile. All three were abused in the 1980s by
Karadima, who at the time was an influential
priest who trained seminarians in an affluent
area of the capital, Santiago. It was only in 2011
that he was convicted of abusing children by the
Vatican, which ordered him to retire to a “life of
prayer and penitence” and barred him from any

public ministry. But the victims were unable to
pursue a criminal case against him in Chile
because the statute of limitations had expired. 

80 church leaders accused 
Next month, the pope will also meet with

Chilean bishops to discuss the findings of the
probe by his investigator, Archbishop Charles
Scicluna. Beyond Karadima, nearly 80 Catholic
clergymen have been accused of sexually abus-
ing children in Chile, according to
BishopAccountability, an American NGO that
tracks such cases. And a recent poll showed that
seven out of 10 Chileans disapprove of the way
in which the Catholic church has handled the
scandal. 

Aware of what could be coming down the
line, Santiago’s archbishop, Ricardo Ezzati,
recently suggested to Barros that he resign “for
the good of the people of God”. The visibility of
the Karadima case and the testimony of the
three victims who have spoken out on behalf of
the abused - Jose Andres Murillo, James
Hamilton and Juan Carlos Cruz - has dealt a
major blow to a church seen as elitist and dis-
tant from the concerns of a modern society. 

A growing disaffection 
But Chile’s disaffection with the church

began back in the 1990s with the return of
democracy to the country, says Luis
Bahamondes, an expert on religion at the
University of Chile. Despite the fact that part
of the Catholic church sided with those perse-
cuted by the country’s military dictatorship,
when democracy returned, it went “from hav-
ing a more social role to one that was driven
by traditional values,” distancing itself from
many worshipers. 

In a country where some 70 percent of the
population describe themselves as Catholic,

only a third say they have confidence in the
institution, a Mori survey revealed this week.
Chileans had to wait until 2004 before they
were able to get divorced, and it was only in
2017 that women were legally allowed to have
an abortion in cases of rape, or threat to the
mother’s life or deadly birth defects. Same-sex
couples still cannot marry nor can anyone who
is transgender change their identity on a pass-
port, although this year’s Oscar’s triumph of “A
Fantastic Woman”, a Chilean film about a
transgender woman, which won best foreign
film, has gone a long way to changing that. 

‘Increasingly remote from the people’ 
But Bahamondes denies talk of a “rift,”

pointing out that most of the population still
identify as Catholic, saying it is more a sense
that they simple don’t feel that the church rep-
resents them, which is particularly true among
the youth. President Sebastian Pinera, himself
a practicing Catholic, on Thursday said he was
saddened by the fact that the church “is
increasingly remote, not only from worship-
pers but from people in general,” which is not
only happening in Chile but across Latin
America. During his visit in January, Pope
Francis himself acknowledge that people pre-
fer leaders “who know how to be compassion-
ate, how to lend a hand, to stop and help those
who have fallen,” while criticizing the “elitist”
attitude of certain clergy. —AFP

Chilean sexual abuse victims (from left) Jose Andres Murillo and his wife, James Hamilton
and his wife, and Juan Carlos Cruz, attend the Sunday Angelus prayer delivered by the Pope
from the window of the apostolic palace overlooking St Peter’s Square yesterday. —AFP

Protestors from the pressure group Avaaz demonstrate outside Portcullis house where
Facebook’s Chief Technology Officer Mike Schroepfer was questioned by members of parlia-
ment in London on April 26, 2018. —AFP


